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1. Introduction. For {1 _< 2 <: 3 < -"} a family of functions
on C, let E() fl.E(.), where E(.) {]: ] entire on C" and
II1[]. sup If(z)e-"’z[ < -t- }. Then each E(,) is a Banach space and
can be given a topology as the inductive limit (cf. [4; 223]) of the Banach spaces
E(.). Such spaces arise frequently as the dual spaces of Frchet-Montel
spaces (see e.g. [1], [2], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]). However, for the study of some
problems in these spaces, and particularly in determining if certain spaces are
analytically uniform, in the sense of Ehrenpreis [1], [2], it is convenient to have
a description of the topology of E() in terms of weighted seminorms. We
show here, under some mild restrictions on the . that this can always be
accomplished.
The seminorms to be considered are determined as follows.

DEFINITION. K: () {k(z): k is upper semicontinuous on C and
k(z) >_ e,,e" for some constants e. and all n > 0, z C}.
For each/c , I[fll sup {If(z)/k(z)l:z C} is a seminorm on E(), and

this family of seminorms determines a locally convex topology on E().
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the satisfy the following conditions:
(i) each ,,(z) is plurisubharmonic;
(ii) /(z) >_ log (1 + Izl) + (z), where (z) sup {(z + ): [! <- 1}

([12 l,l is the Euclidean norm on C);
(iii) for every n > 1, .+(z) .(z) is bounded above on every bounded se$.

Then the topology determined on E() by the seminorms {1[ [1 :k ()1
is the same as the topology given on E() as the inductive limit of the Banach
spaces
We remark that in some special cses, the condition (ii) can be weakened to

(ii)’ ,/(z) _> .(z).

The condition (ii)’ is needed only because we work with supremum norms instead
of L-norms. The stronger condition (ii) is needed because we use the bound
given by H6rmander in Theorem 4.4.2 of [3] for solutions to the equation u
In some special cases, Theorem 4.4.1 of [3] gives better results.

2. Proof of the theorem. From now on, we shall drop the from our notation,
and denote E() by just E. When this vector space is equipped with the
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